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Chapter 2

Background

The Data Cyclotron does not stand alone in the computer science research. The con-
tinuous flow of data using a ring topology have been studied for the last decades in
several disciplines. In this Chapter we revisit the milestones influencing our architec-
tural design and highlight related concepts in database research now ready for in-depth
re-evaluation. Subsequently we discuss the driving force that is guiding the evolution
of data centers and how the Data Cyclotron data-access protocols exploit the result of
such evolution.

2.1 History
Distributed query processing to exploit remote memories and high speed networks to
improve performance in OLTP has been studied in [80, 52]. It is also addressed in
the area of distributed systems as data broadcasting and multi-cast messaging such
as [75, 15, 4, 5, 7]. Solutions include scheduling techniques at the server side [4],
caching techniques at the client side [4], integration of push-based and pull-based
broadcasts [5], and pre-fetching techniques [7]. Most systems ignore the data con-
tent and their characteristics [96]. The seminal DataCycle [75] and Broadcast Disks
approach [4] are exceptional systems to be looked at more carefully.

DataCycle.

The DataCycle project [75, 15] makes data items available by repetitive broadcast
of the entire database stored using a central pump. The broadcasted database is fil-
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tered on-the-fly by microprocessors optimized for synchronous high-speed search, i.e.,
evaluation of all terms of a search predicate concurrently in the critical data movement
path. It eliminates index creation and maintenance costs. The cycle time, i.e., the time
to broadcast the entire database, is the major performance factor. It only depends on
the speed of hardware components, the filter selectivity, and the network bandwidth.

The Data Cyclotron and DataCycle differ on four salient points. The Data Cy-
clotron uses a pull model to propagate only relevant data for the query workload, this
is, the hot-set. Through requests, nodes express their interest and define the content
of the hot-set. It does not distinguish the participants, all nodes access the data and
contribute with data, i.e., there is no central pump. Each node bulk loads database
content structured by a catalog, such as relational scheme, and not as a tuple stream.
Finally, the Data Cyclotron performance relies on cache policies to remove irrelevant
data from circulation and dynamic re-adjustment of the hot-set to exploit the available
resources such as ring capacity and speed. This self-organizing behavior is the key for
the success of our architecture compared to DataCycle.

A distributed version of DataCycle has been proposed in [27] and studied in [15].
The distributed scheme is a solution for the lack of scalability of the central scheme.
Moreover, they focus on the data consistency when several pumps are used. The opti-
mization of the broadcast set, to reduce the latency, is pointed out, but not studied in
detail.

Broadcast Disks.

Broadcast Disks [4] superimposes multiple disks spinning at different speeds on
a single broadcast channel creating an arbitrarily fine-grained memory hierarchy. It
uses a novel multi-disk structuring mechanism that allows data items to be broadcasted
non-uniformly, i.e., bandwidth can be allocated to data items in proportion to their
importance. Furthermore, it provides client-side storage management algorithms for
data caching and pre-fetching tailored to the multi-disk broadcast.

The Broadcast Disk is designed for asymmetric communication environments. The
central pump broadcasts according to a periodic schedule in anticipation of client re-
quests. In later work a pull-back channel was integrated to allow clients to send explicit
requests for data to the server. However, it does not combine client requests to reduce
the stress on the channel.

In [5] the authors address the threshold between the pull and the push approach.
For a lightly loaded server the pull-based policy is the preferred one. However, the
pure push-based policy works best on a saturated server. Using both techniques in a
system with widely varying loads can lead to significant degradation of performance,
since they fail to scale once the server load moves away from its optimal niche. The IPP
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algorithm, a merge between both extremes pull- and push-based algorithm, provided
reasonably consistent performance over the entire spectrum of the system load.

The Data Cyclotron differs in two main aspects, a) it is not designed for asymmet-
ric communication environments and b) it does not have a central pump. All nodes
participate in the data and requests flow. Furthermore, requests are combined to reduce
the upstream traffic. Therefore, we do not encounter problems using a pure pull model
which according to [5] is suited for systems with dynamic loads. Finally, for data
propagation, no replication on the data stream is used to create channels with different
bandwidths, i.e, we do not have a multi-disk structuring mechanism.

2.2 Related concepts
In the literature there are two works which exploit a continuous data stream to boost
query performance, DataPath [11] and Cooperative Scans [155]. DataPath explores
a continuous data flow between the memory and the CPU Cores to amortize the data
access costs among every computation that uses the data. Cooperative Scans synchro-
nizes the queries to have a continuous stream of data from disk.

More than just share a data scan, the Data Cyclotron also shares work among the
computations to improve throughput. A concept shared with ShareDB [62]. ShareDB
batches queries to share computation across possible hundreds of concurrent queries
and updates.

A further shared concept is the use of a group of inter-connected nodes to perform
distributed query processing. Peer-2-peer and Grid architectures have attempted to cre-
ate efficient and flexible solutions. Lately we have seen the raise of the MapReduce
paradigm for Petabyte data sets.

DataPath.

In DataPath queries do not request data. Instead, data is automatically pushed onto
processors where they are then processed by any interested computation. If there is no
spare computation to process the data, the data is simply dropped. All query processing
in the DataPath system is centered around the idea of a single, central path network. A
DataPath’s path network is a graph consisting of data streams (called paths) that force
data into computations (called waypoints).

Contrary to Data Cyclotron, the DataPath is designed for a single machine. It is
bounded by the local number of cores and the main-memory size, i.e., it cannot scale.
Furthermore, it needs dozens of disks to optimize the data load into main-memory, i.e,
the data partition and distribution is driven by the workload type.
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Being a pure push-based model workload shifts, or queries with dissimilar plans,
complicate the adaptation of the path network. Hence, the system is not as flexible as
Data Cyclotron.

Cooperative scans.

Cooperative Scans [155] exploits the observation that concurrent scans have a high
expected amount of overlapping data need. They explore the opportunity to synchro-
nize queries, such that they share buffered data and thus reduce the demand for disk
bandwidth. The synchronization uses a relevance policy to prioritize starved queries.
It tries to maximize buffer pool reuse without slowing down fast queries, i.e., it maxi-
mizes throughput and minimizes latency.

The queries are prioritized according to the amount of data they still need, with
shorter queries receiving higher priorities. Furthermore, to maximize sharing, chunks
that are needed by the highest number of starved queries are promoted, while at the
same time, the priorities of chunks needed by many non-starved queries are adjusted
slightly.

The Data Cyclotron and Cooperative Scans share the goal to improve throughput
and minimize latency. However, the Data Cyclotron was designed for distributed query
processing and explores the access to remote memory instead of to disk. Although,
some of the techniques and observations made in [155] may still be applicable to the
Data Cyclotron.

ShareDB.

ShareDB is based on a new processing model that batches queries and updates in
order to share computation across them [62]. It detaches itself from the traditional
query-at-the-time processing model by compiling hundreds of queries into a single
plan, i.e., the operators and input data are shared among all queries in the batch. For
example, instead of doing N independent partial joins between two relations, a single
big join is executed and the result routed to each query.

The cumulative cost increase to answer the first queries added to the batch and
the extra work compared to a traditional query-at-the-time approach, at a first glance,
seems to be the show stopper of this elegant processing model. However, with hundreds
of partial joins between the same relation there will be a significant overlap between
the intermediates for those queries. Hence, the more queries, the more the overlap, and
therefore, a higher throughput.

ShareDB is designed to handle high throughput with response time guarantees on
highly complex and dynamic workloads such as the ones represented by the TPC-W
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benchmark. The DaCyDB shares the same goal as ShareDB, but it takes a different
path to share work among the computations. DaCyDB uses a divide and conquer ap-
proach to split huge and complex computations into smaller ones and detect common-
alities among them. Through the instructions and sub-functions result materialization,
DaCyDB boosts multi-query processing by reusing them, and thus avoid (part of) the
processing cost. Furthermore, it is aimed for workloads similar to a TPC-H workload.

Nevertheless, they have several concepts in common and the ShareDB techniques
to define the global plan could be considered to reduce the amount of data overlapping
among the flowing intermediates.

The peer-2-peer and Grid architectures.

A more recent attempt to harness the potentials of distributed processing are the
peer-2-peer and Grid architectures. They are built on the assumption that a node is
statically bound to a specific part of the data space. This assumption is necessary to
create a manageable structure for query optimizers to derive plans for queries and data
to meet. However, a static assignment also complicates reaching satisfactory load bal-
ancing, in particular with dynamic workloads, i.e., at any time only part of the network
is being used.

For example, in a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), such as [126, 145], each node is
responsible for all queries and tuples whose hash-values fall within a given range. The
position of a node in the overlay ring defines this range. This is a significantly more
dynamic approach as a node can, in a quick and inexpensive way, change its position
in the DHT. It effectively transfers part of its load to another node. However, even in
these architectures, at any time, a node (or set of nodes) is still responsible only for part
of the hash-value domain or data set. With continuous change of focus, the response
time is taxed by the continuous readjustments to the DHT.

The main difference with the Data Cyclotron is our reliance on a full fledged
database engine to solve the queries, and shipping large data fragments around rather
then individual tuples selected by their hash value.

The MapReduce model.

The MapReduce pattern, better known as the Master-Worker pattern, is used for
parallel processing. It follows a simple approach that allows applications to perform
simultaneous processing across multiple machines or processes via a master and mul-
tiple workers, see Figure 2.1. Its popularity is derived from the growing dominance of
web applications and cloud computing. Both of them have architectures that require
scale-out solutions.
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Figure 2.1: Execution overview [45].

MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for pro-
cessing and generating large data sets. Users specify a map function that processes
a key/value pair list to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs list, and a re-
duce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate
key [45].

All intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key K are grouped
and passed to the reduce function. The reduce function accepts a set of values for an
intermediate key K and merges them to form a possibly smaller set of values. Typi-
cally, just zero or one output value is produced per reduce invocation. The intermediate
values are supplied to the user’s reduce function via an iterator so lists of values that
are too large to fit in memory can be handled.

The abstraction is inspired by the map and reduce primitives present in Lisp and
many other functional languages. The use of a functional model with user specified
map and reduce operations allows any MapReduce framework to parallelize large com-
putations easily and to use re-execution as the primary mechanism for fault tolerance.

MapReduce differs from Data Cyclotron in two major aspects, parallelization and
data shuffling. The parallelization is done through two independent phases, map and re-
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duce, which are executed one after the other. The data shuffle uses 2D mesh approach,
i.e., M mappers send data to R reducers (M × R connections). The Data Cyclotron
does not use any predefined phase and data shuffling is done through a continuous
stream using ring topology.

Several MapReduce inspired frameworks have been design in the last years. In the
coming Section 2.3 the most novel solutions are presented and their similarities and
differences with the Data Cyclotron architecture discussed.

2.3 MapReduce frameworks
Several solutions, such as high-performance data warehouses, Hadoop implementa-
tions, extreme performance, or data integration technologies, have emerged to cope
with new challenges to manage and extract information from databases that are grow-
ing into the multi-petabyte range. For example, retailers are enriching the informa-
tion in their customer data warehouse with years of click-level web activity for each
customer. Banks are reducing data latency for their production loan assessment and
approval applications from intra-day to sub-one hour latency [108]. Scientists are ex-
ploring new worlds with the famous fourth paradigm, and thus collecting Terabytes of
experimental results for further searching of the unknown.

The most adopted solutions are the new MapReduce-inspired massive data process-
ing platforms. Dryad [81], Hyracks [24], Spark [151], Nephele [143], Ciel [114], all
include elements of MapReduce, but with more choices in runtime query execution.
Nevertheless, the essence underlying these parallel programming frameworks is that
they are all derived from a multi-phase parallel programming model which is known
for its inefficient resource utilization [49].

In this Section we dissect a well known MapReduce framework, Hadoop, and its
derivations to understand the advantages and disadvantages of its architecture for cer-
tain workload scenarios. From data distribution to resource utilization, from data pro-
cessing to integration with a DBMS, the major features are presented as well as the
latest solutions to improve them. The analyze intends to bring out the most important
architectural design features of MapReduce-inspired solutions which do not make them
suitable for complex data analyzes.

2.3.1 Data distribution
A key feature of Map Reduce is the direct use of data as it is stored, i.e., it does not
require database pre-loading. For DBMS users, loading all data is a huge investment to
let queries run in an efficient way. However, when the user only runs few queries over
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Petabyte size data sets, the user does not gain anything from the investment of a priory
loading of all data. The idea is now being explored in the database community such as
Oracle through the external tables [119] feature, lazy ETL [90], or NoDB [9].

Most Map Reduce frameworks, such as Hadoop [71], access the data directly from
a distributed file system. Hadoop distribute file system (HDFS) is widely used for ELT
systems to provide fault tolerance and easy data access. The user can run multiple
jobs directly over the data stored in the distribute file system. The files are split and
distributed in such a way that computations can be pushed into the nodes keeping the
data shuffling to the minimum. Hence, computations are defined over the data as it is
without pre-loading it into specific structure or scheme.

At data distribution time, files are split into blocks of 64 MB size and they are
distributed among the nodes through (by default) three replicas. Two within the same
rack to explore locality 1, and the third one in another rack to be robust against rack
failures. The partitioning aims for a uniform distribution of load and to reduce as
much as possible data shuffling, i.e., computation is moved to the nodes to avoid data
movement [148].

The approach is efficient if the workloads are uniform and the partitioning function
aligns with the blocks distribution, i.e., each partition is composed of one or more
blocks resident in the same node or, in worst case, in a node within the same rack.
Otherwise, performance is negatively affected by data shuffling between nodes which
is taxed by distributed file system synchronization of dirty pages and load at the source
node [44]. Upon a shift on the workload focus, the data has to be all re-distributed.

Using a distributed file system has also another drawback. Sometimes all or many
of the tasks in a MapReduce job list need to access a single file or a set of files. For
example, when joining a large file with a small file the predominant approach is to open
the small file as a side file. The small file is opened directly in the map task rather than
be specified as an input to the MapReduce job. It is opened, loaded into memory and
used for the join in the map phase [59].

When thousands of map or reduce tasks attempt to open the same HDFS file si-
multaneously a large strain occurs on the NameNode and the DataNodes storing that
file [59]. To avoid this situation MapReduce provides a distributed cache [70]. The
distributed cache allows users to specify any HDFS file they want every task to have
access to. These files are copied into the local disk of the task nodes. The approach
adds extra overhead before the job can be initialized and the data might need to be
re-shuffled again when different jobs are submitted.

1It is assumed the latency to access data in the local disk is the same as the one to access data in remote
node within the same rack.
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2.3.2 Resource utilization
For simple computations over large data sets, MapReduce frameworks have a balanced
resource utilization. These computations tend to be only I/O bounded. Therefore, a
number of partitions, i.e., mappers, higher than the number of map slots improves I/O
and reduces skewness. The allocated slots are used in equal manner due to the high
number of mappers per map slot. Furthermore, the computation simplicity contributes
for a small difference between map phase and reduce phase.

For complex computations MapReduce solutions looses resource utilization effi-
ciency. The inefficiency is due to three drawbacks, single node resource usage unbal-
ance, reduce slot hoarding, and resource allocation unbalance within a job [142].

First, within a round of map tasks, or reduce tasks, different phases have varying
resource usage. With static allocation without considering the node’s load, homoge-
neous tasks which execute at the same pace might have some resources, such IO or
CPU, under-used while others over-used [142].

Second, each reducer copies its portion of the results of each map, and can only
apply the user’s reduce function once it has results from all mappers. For a big job,
with a lengthy map phase, the reduce slots are hold up until all map tasks are finished,
this produces underutilized resources.

Last, resources are allocated by a static configuration which does not consider the
system dynamical load and job requirements. The number of slots is always fixed
independently of the number of mappers or reducers. Furthermore, the cluster might
have too many map slots, but not enough reduce slots, and vice-versa.

Extensions to Hadoop have been proposed to overcome this resource allocation
issue. In [142] authors have proposed a solution that estimates the number of mappers
and reducers to avoid the resource allocation unbalance problem. To improve resource
utilization the map execution, and also the reduce execution, is split into two phases,
CPU and I/O phase. The task scheduling attempts then to overlap their different phases.
For example, when a reduce task enters into sort-compute period, the the IO period of
the latter reduce task is overlapped with the CPU period of the former reduce task [142].

The solution is promising but it is also bounded with two issues. It is too dependent
on static configuration and it is compromised by the network CPU overload. The CPU
is affected by network transfers which makes the scheduling of each phase complicate.
Despite that, the allocation continues to be inflexible when the workload changes or
only a sub-set of the data is used.
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2.3.3 Data processing
Hadoop is data-parallel, but process-sequential. Within a job, parallelism happens
within a map phase and a reduce phase. These two phases, however, cannot be run in
parallel. The reduce phase cannot be started until the map phase is fully completed [78].

Applications that need to scan the entire data-set to do aggregations, or collect
statistics, are perfect for a Map-Reduce approach. However, random ad/hoc process-
ing of a small subset of data within a large data set is not a suitable scenario for
Hadoop [78]. Inefficient resource utilization increases the MapReduce response time.
The major reason is the lack of adaptive and cooperative data access by independent
jobs.

It is known that adaptive algorithms have superior performance stability as they
are robust to tuning errors and changing runtime conditions such as other jobs running
on the same cluster. For Hadoop, the adaptive behavior was introduced with Adaptive
MapReduce [141].

The authors in [141] decoupled the number of splits (partitions) from the number of
mappers to obtain the best of both worlds. That is, load balancing, reduced scheduling
and starting overhead, and combiner benefit. The solution made Hadoop more flexible
and released the user from hard performance tuning [12].

To achieve it, authors made possible that more than one split can be assigned to a
single mapper. After all data from the chosen split is processed, the mapper tries to pick
a new split. If it succeeds, mapper processing continues unaffected. The split switch
is transparent to the map function unless it explicitly asks for the split location. When
mappers finish processing local splits, they start processing any unprocessed remote
splits. If no more splits are available, mappers end their execution. Once an adaptive
mapper stops, the reducers can start copying its output [141].

All the management of the assigned and unassigned splits is done with Zookeeper
[153]. It allows all sorts of synchronization such as locks or queues when the task
are running in parallel. However, every synchronization is a bottleneck and restricts
the workflows from scaling [18]. The dependency on a central coordination point, the
meta-data store, even if it is a decentralized structure and fault-tolerant, reduces the
flexibility from the decentralized line of thinking of MapReduce. Despite that, the idea
would have a bigger impact if the adeptness was also for inter-task and not only for
intra-task operations.

2.3.4 Complex computations
The data processing model for new MapReduce solutions have proved to be more adap-
tive and dynamic. Despite the improvements, their architecture is still considered a
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space based architecture. With a space-based architecture, applications are built out of
a set of self-sufficient units, known as processing-units (PU). These units are indepen-
dent of each other, so that the application can scale by adding more units [147].

The evolution of MapReduce-inspired solutions is predominant composed of scale
out architectures. The resources in that architectures are getting bigger and bigger to
manage more data without increasing the complexity of managing it [130]. To max-
imize the use of these bigger resources, a scale-up approach needs to be combined
as well. It brings MapReduce frameworks close to the efficiency levels of parallel
DBMSs.

An initial comparison of MapReduce and parallel DBMSs [133] pointed out a sub-
stantial performance difference between the two platforms. Recent studies for MapRe-
duce have demonstrated that indexing [47, 85], columnar storage [51], and other orga-
nization techniques [87] can be supported by MapReduce to reduce this performance
gap. Other approaches [19, 6, 149] have discussed join processing on MapReduce.
In [76] the authors have examined how to tune the various parameters in a MapReduce
platform like Hadoop to provide the best performance for a given job [89].

The authors in [89] showed that these efforts address general workloads and can
not particularly be focused on structured data such as the star schema. Hence, they
built a prototype, called Clydesdale, to assemble all these techniques to Hadoop to
improve resource utilization and performance for start schema databases. Clydesdale
draws from columnar storage [51] for I/O performance, join techniques [1] suitable for
multi-core servers and Hadoop, and block-iteration [154] for CPU performance.

It uses carefully designed map tasks so that data structures used for query process-
ing are shared across multiple threads and even multiple tasks consecutively executed
on any node. Such design allows Clydesdale to inherit the fault-tolerance, elasticity,
and scalability properties of MapReduce. Using the star schema benchmark [118], the
authors have shown they are five times to eighty three times faster than Hive [139].

It is a promising research prototype, but not a fully functional system like Hive
or DaCyDB. It does not currently have a SQL parser, queries are written in Java as
MapReduce programs. Using Java, Clydesdale is exposed to the Java Virtual Mem-
ory garbage collector issues when it wants to exploit servers with large memories and
multiple cores for large data sets analyses.

An asynchronous garbage collection happens when big heaps are allocated. It hap-
pens at unpredictable intervals and stops the Java program from executing until it is
completed. This garbage collection pauses are often considered the Achilles Heel of
Java because of the poor guaranteed response or query times that may result. It also
makes the application inflexible to handle changing workloads. Hence, scalability for
in-memory computing, the right approach for real-time big data analysis and large start
schema data sets, is not possible with this type of garbage collection [129].
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Furthermore, using Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) for structured data pro-
cessing, its response time is compromised by the major HDFS bottleneck, bandwidth.
The authors [89] have spotted that the bandwidth at which map tasks could read from
HDFS was only a fraction of the raw disk bandwidth. For instance, they measured that
each disk was able to supply between 70 MB/s and 100 MB/s. Conservatively assuming
70 MB/s per disk would result in 560 MB/sec for eight disks and 280 MB/sec in case
of four disks, benchmark results shown 126 MB/sec for eight disks and 105 MB/sec for
four disks

2.3.5 Using a DBMS
The disadvantages of using distributed file system can be cut off through the integration
of a DBMS instance in each node. This radical change to the MapReduce platform was
successfully done on HadoopDB [2]. HadoopDB tries to combine the flexibility and
scalability of MapReduce with the performance of a relational DBMS.

HadoopDB [2] discards the distributed file system in favor of individual database
nodes to construct a parallel DBMS. It combines a single node relational database with
Hadoop to get better performance. Reliable storage or replication is used to have data
fault tolerance.

The initial approach [2] has integrated a row-store, PostGres. The later version they
have scale up their solution to use a column-store DBMS, VectorWise (VW) which has
vectorized operations on in-cache data and efficient I/O [3].

The performance gains compared to Hive and a commercial parallel database are
impressive. They have shown that the efficient processing capacities of a DBMS and
the drop of the distributed file system has brought another degree of performance never
achieved before by all Hadoop extensions.

Nevertheless, they are still dependent of the underline network layer of MapReduce
which is inefficient and compromises the HadoopDB project success. Randolph stated
in [112] that early DeepCloud [39] prototypes 2 have shown the drawbacks of using
MapReduce primitives as the main distribution mechanism 3. They observed that a
DBMS node that was 70 times faster than using HDFS, just made the data movement
system look really slow.

MapReduce has latency problems that are both inherent in its batch nature and its
use of TCP. TCP typically increases the communications latency by at least a factor
of 10. TCP round trip messaging times are as high as 400 ms. Contrary, OpenFab-
rics/InfiniBand round trips do this in less than 4ms. Such propagation delays become

2http://deepcloud.co/web1/deepcloud-6-pack-is-now-available-for-download/
3http://deepcloud.co/web1/its-official-mapreduce-is-slow/
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much more important as the cluster becomes larger. Hence, they discarded the option
of using MapReduce primitives as they also dropped TCP in favor of RDMA when
they started using VectorWise nodes.

The adoption of RDMA by DeepCloud confirms that the strategy taken by Data Cy-
clotron in exploring the new trends on network hardware is the right one. The Hadoop
community has realized that and the first step has been taken by Mellanox UDA [109].
A novel data moving protocol which uses RDMA in combination with an efficient
merge-sort algorithm. It enables Hadoop clusters based on Mellanox InfiniBand and
10 Gb RoCE (RDMA over Converged Ethernet) adapter cards to efficiently move data
between servers. However, contrary to the Data Cyclotron, the underlying network
model used by MapReduce 4 is not suitable to exploit all the capacities of RDMA [55]
(detailed discussion in Section 2.6.4).

2.4 Data center trends
The number of data centers constructed by enterprises has sky rocked over the last
decade. In the same line are the data-sets size, servers, and storage devices request-
ing network expansion. Moreover, enterprises are encountering increasing pressure in
terms of the rational use of space and power consumption.

With the network as the key service bearer of the data center, network infrastructure
is facing continuous challenges. The network technologies improvement to cope with
them is guiding data centers evolution.

2.4.1 Driving force
The driving force of data centers evolution is demanded by high concentration of high-
density application systems. They request the state of art in physical servers and storage
units. The growth of processing capacity complies with Moore’s Law and strengthens
the data centers processing capacity. However, they demand high bandwidths for data
access.

Furthermore, virtualization is also a trend in most of the data-centers where a sin-
gle and high-capacity physical server is virtualized into several logical computing units,
raising the computing capacity and access to storage units to a higher level. The net-
work connects all of them. It is the backplane for the virtual servers.

With several application systems of multiple logical servers piled onto a network
interface, the data center infrastructure faces performance requirements that are several

4The data shuffle uses 2D mesh approach, i.e., M mappers send data to R reducers (M×R connections).
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times larger than a traditional system. In addition, a highly reliable infrastructure is
indispensable in such heavy application environment.

The high dense application environment is increasing the service traffic and intro-
ducing traffic bursts 5. The switching system tries to buffer and queue traffic bursts,
however, the high ratios between each network level creates severe congestion increas-
ing packet loss. A packet loss is not noticed at application level, but it indirectly affects
the application performance due to the increase of data access latency [68].

2.4.2 Data centers evolution
The evolution is guiding the data centers to an unified switching network that can effec-
tively support front end service access, high-speed server interconnections, and access
to storage units.

A data center is now deployed with multiple independent networks to address dif-
ferent application connection requirements. Storage access networks (SANs) for the
access of upper-layer application system on servers to back end storage units. Switch-
ing networks, Ethernet or InfiniBand, for reliable, secure, and remote connectivity to
end user’s. High-speed server interconnection networks for high-speed server clus-
ters 6.

Structural organization.

A server is not anymore a single box with all compute resources in it. They have
been placed in pools together with storage and memory processors. All components
have been spread around the data center and they are all interconnected through a net-
work.

Cloud computing platforms such as Windows Azure, Yahoo storage, or Google
storage, have their storage services separated from compute nodes. To bring the stor-
age network and compute server groups together, the tendency is to use storage area
networks (SANs). They use a fiber channel over Ethernet (FCoE) or InfiniBand to in-
terconnect high-performance servers and storage nodes at the core of the data centers.

FCoE maps Fiber Channel (FC) directly over Ethernet while being independent
of the Ethernet forwarding scheme. By retaining the native FC constructs, FCoE was
meant to integrate with existing FC networks and management software. Using FC
rather then TCP/IP, i.e., it encapsulates FC packets over the native Ethernet transport,
FCoE ensures loss-less transmission of data.

5According to observations, within a 1ms, a peek traffic value 2 or 3 times the average value [68].
6In most cases, Ethernet networks are used for services and InfiniBand (IB) networks are used for cluster

interconnections.
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It is truth that a major part of the serves still use direct-attached storage (DAS) for
temporary storage, such as caching or logging for fault-tolerance, but the use of disk-
less nodes is on the horizon.

Network technologies.

Ethernet technology development has been multiplying its speeds by a factor
10 over the last decade [68] 7. With the costs continuously decreasing, the 10 Gb/sec
structure (or higher) begins to move from the core to the network edge, servers, and
storage units. For example, the next generation of Ethernet standards has a single stan-
dard covering 40 Gb/sec and 100 Gb/sec 8.

InfiniBand (IB) is more mature and more widely used in high-performance com-
puting environments because it is more economical and already has higher bandwidth
capabilities than Ethernet. Furthermore, InfiniBand has Remote Direct Memory Access
(RDMA) and is open source. With RDMA, InfiniBand is more green since RDMA con-
sumes less energy. A more detail discussion on InfiniBand and RDMA technology is
presented in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6.

All these upgrades are small increments and they have primarily been speed up-
grades not architecture upgrades. A re-think of network architectures is now promoting
the adoption of new topologies.

Network topologies.

Tree topology has been used for several years in data centers. Those data centers
were built without high communication complexity computations in mind. They were
mainly optimized for scalable access by external clients. Over time, the tree topology
evolved from a binary or ternary tree to a flat tree or a star topology to coupe with the
increase of communication complexity.

The major disadvantage of the initial topology was the congestion at the upper
nodes if several processors further down wish to communicate. One way to alleviate
this communication problem was to add additional connections between levels, i.e., by
increasing the bisection bandwidth. This type of tree is called fat tree.

The edges of a fat tree are most of the times organized as a star. A star topology
is a tree of depth two and usually has a high fan out 9. It has growth complexity one
since only the central node has to be modified to cope with the extra node. The central

7100 Mb/sec in 1995, 1 Gb/sec in 1998, 10 Gb/sec in 2002, and 100 Gb/sec in 2010.
8IEEE802.3ba., the 40 Gb/sec rate is oriented mainly for servers and the 100 Gb/sec for convergence and

backbone layers.
9The fan-out represents the number of nodes to each a single node is directly connected.
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Figure 2.2: Fat tree topology used in current data centers.

node is thus a potential communication bottleneck. Consequently star network tends
to be heterogeneous with the central processor being designed with a much higher
communication bandwidth than the others such as a top rack switch. An example of
this type of organization is picture in Figure 2.2.

New decentralized topologies are emerging for more efficient communication be-
tween nodes such as full or partial mesh topology. A fully connected network, or full
mesh topology, is a network topology in which there is a direct link between all pairs
of nodes. In a fully connected network with N nodes, there are N(N − 1)/2 direct
links. This type of topology, despite its high degree of reliability, are not used in big
data centers since they are too expensive to set up.

In a partial mesh topology there are at least two nodes with two or more paths
between them to provide redundant paths. This decentralization is often used to com-
pensate for the single-point-failure disadvantage that is present when using a single
device as a central node, e.g., star topology and tree topology.

A special kind of partial mesh, limiting the number of hops between two nodes,
is a hypercube. Hypercube assures high bandwidth, low latency, and it can embed
logical topologies such as mesh, tree, etc. However, it is costly and hard to build due
to the higher number links required to connect all the nodes. The degree of complexity
increases every time it needs to scale. The number of I/O ports increases and the cube-
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(a) Hierarchical ring. (b) Torus 2D.

Figure 2.3: Multi-dimensional ring topologies.

connected cycles as well. As alternative a grid network where a linear, or ring, topology
is used to connect systems in multiple directions, for instance, a multi-dimensional ring
as represented in Figure 2.3. They are known for their decentralized nature.

Recent developments in the research world are enforcing new radical changes on
the design of network topologies. On the horizon, the network in a data center will be
like a cloud where nodes are randomly connected, or not, to several other nodes. The
network will become more symmetric allowing the computational image of a node to
migrate around the data center or be share between different group of nodes [8].

2.5 InfiniBand technology
The Data Cyclotron is designed for both Ethernet and InfiniBand. However, InfiniBand
is preferred for its better technology in latency and bandwidth management. Moreover,
it does not put limitations on the logical topologies to be implemented and it makes
efficient use of the underlying physical topology.

InfiniBand is a multi-lane protocol. Generally speaking, the four-lane (4x) products
are used to link servers to switches, the eight-lane (8x) products are used for switch
uplinks, and the twelve-lane (12x) products are used for switch-to-switch links. The
single-lane (1x) products are intended to run the InfiniBand protocol over wide area
networks.

In 2000, the original InfiniBand ran each lane at 2.5 Gb/sec (single data rate). How-
ever, in 2005, the DDR (double data rate) pushed it up to 5 Gb/sec and since 2008, the
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QDR (quad data rate) products ran each lane at 10 Gb/sec. Of 2011, InfiniBand has
two new lane speeds using 64/66 encoding. The first is FDR (fourteen data rate) with
14 Gb/sec speed. The second is called EDR, short for Eight Data Rate, which actually
runs the InfiniBand lanes at 25 Gb/sec. A bandwidth of 300 Gb/sec bandwidth between
any two nodes using 12x EDR comes within reach 10.

With InfiniBand road map, the bottleneck in data exchange is shifting to the PCI Ex-
press bus. The PCI Express 2.0 technology, highly used on current data centers, is still
based on old encoding techniques (8b/10b encoding) 11. PCI Express 3.0 has recently
been released 12 with new encoding (128b/130b) and higher bandwidth (64 Gb/sec in-
stead of the 32 Gb/sec for PCI 2.0), but it sill can not catch up with the InfiniBand
bandwidth evolution. InfiniBand has however a technology to reduce the memory BUS
overhead for data transfers. This technology is called Remote Direct Memory Access
(RDMA) and it is presented in detail in Section 2.6.

2.6 Remote Direct Memory Access
Network communication is known to be compute- and memory I/O-intensive [53].
High-volume data transfers thus depend on dedicated hardware assistance, which mod-
ern network cards provide in terms of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). Net-
work interface cards (NICs) that provide RDMA functionality are also called RDMA-
enabled NICs or RNICs.

To make efficient use of RDMA, however, applications have to respect some of the
characteristics of the hardware-accelerated transport mechanism. This section summa-
rizes the most relevant characteristics extracted from a RDMA evaluation [57]. They
are the key features which motivate the design of the Data Cyclotron.

2.6.1 Traditional TCP communication
In traditional TCP network communication, typically implemented using the Berkeley
socket API, the operating system kernel is in charge of processing the network stack
which includes executing the respective protocols and moving the payload data.

The intensive involvement of the kernel on both sides causes a substantial amount
of CPU load. A rule of thumb in network processing states that about 1 GHz in CPU
performance is necessary for every 1 Gb/sec network throughput [53]. Experiments

10http://www.infinibandta.org/content/pages.php?pg=technology overview
11Scheme that results in a 20 percent ((10-8)/10) overhead on the raw bit rate.
12Fall of 2011.
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Figure 2.4: Only RDMA is able to significantly reduce the local I/O overhead induced
at high speed data transfers[55].

on our cluster confirmed this rule: even under full CPU load, our 2.33 GHz quad-core
system was barely able to saturate the 10 Gb/sec link.

As can be seen in Figure 2.4, data movement causes roughly 50 % of the total CPU
cost. In addition, the enforcement of process isolation mechanisms by the operating
system kernel usually even requires three or more crossings of the memory bus. It can
cause significant bus contention (assuming three bus crossings, 10 Gb/sec full-duplex
communication leads to ≈ 7.5 GB/sec of bus traffic.) [55].

2.6.2 RDMA benefits
The most apparent benefit of using RDMA is the CPU load reduction thanks to the
aforementioned direct data placement (avoid intermediate data copies) and OS bypass-
ing techniques (reduced context switch rate) [13].

Figure 2.4 depicts the CPU load breakdown for legacy network interfaces under
heavy load and contrasts them with the latest RDMA technology. As can be seen, the
major CPU cost factor in traditional TCP handling is not network stack processing. The
dominating cost is the intermediate data copying—required by most legacy transport
protocols—to transfer data between the network and the local main memory. There-
fore, offloading only the network stack processing to the NIC is not sufficient (middle
chart), but data copying must be avoided as well. Only RDMA is currently able to
deliver such a high throughput at negligible CPU load.
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(a) Kernel TCP/IP. Data copying goes through CPU; several memory
bus crossings.

(b) Network transfer using RDMA. RNICs handle data transfer au-
tonomously; data has to cross each memory bus only once.

Figure 2.5: Network utilization [55].

A second effect is less obvious: RDMA also significantly reduces the memory bus
load as the data is directly DMAed to/from its location in main-memory. Therefore,
the data crosses the memory bus only once per transfer. The kernel TCP/IP stack on
the other hand requires several such crossings. As indicated in Figure 2.5a, the data
to be transferred crosses the system’s memory bus at least two times on its way from
the host memory to the network card (the same happens symmetrically on the receiver
side). This may lead to noticeable contention on the memory bus under high network
I/O. Thus, adding additional CPU cores to the system is not a replacement for RDMA.

2.6.3 Applying RDMA
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) moves data from the memory of one host
to the memory of another host by a specialized network interface card called RDMA-
enabled NIC (RNIC).

Before starting network transfers, application memory regions must be explicitly
registered with the network adapter. This serves two purposes: first, the memory is
pinned and prevented from being swapped out to disk; secondly, the network adapter
stores the physical address corresponding to the application virtual address. Now it is
able to directly access local memory using its DMA engine and to do remote data ex-
changes. Inbound/outbound data can directly be placed/fetched by the adapter to/from
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the address in main memory supplied by the application.
Figure 2.5b illustrates a typical RDMA data path: thanks to the placement informa-

tion, the RNIC of the sending host can fetch the data directly out of local main-memory
using DMA. It then transmits the data across the network to the remote host where a
receiving RNIC places the data straight in its destination memory location. On both
hosts, the CPUs only need to perform control functionality, if at all. Data transfer is
done entirely by the RNICs. They can handle high-speed network I/O (≥ 40 Gb/sec)
between two hosts with minimal involvement of either CPU.

2.6.4 Perfect match
By design, the RDMA interface is quite different from a classical Socket interface.
A key difference is the asynchronous execution of the data transfer operations which
allows overlapping of communication and computation, thereby hiding the network
delay.

Taking full advantage of RDMA is not trivial as it has hidden costs [57] with regard
to its explicit buffer management. The ideal scenario is when the buffer elements are
large, preferably a few dozen up to hundreds of megabytes. Furthermore, to alleviate
expensive memory registration, the node interconnections topology should be point to
point [55].

Due to these costs and functional requirements, not every application can fully ben-
efit from RDMA. However, an architecture like the Data Cyclotron clearly can. It aims
to transfer big data fragments using a ring topology, i.e., each node has a point to point
connection with its neighbors. It is a peer-2-peer style and not master server protocol
on a 2D mesh 13 which is for example used by MapReduce frameworks. Hence, the
Data Cyclotron is able to explore ideas from the peer-2-peer world, and thus be more
suitable to cloud-style communication environments [56].

2.6.5 A burst for distributed processing
Through the years the data access latency for DBMS has been improved. Different
algorithms or structures were created to exploit the hardware improvements for an effi-
cient data access. RDMA, an advancement in network hardware, is a recent candidate
to explore new methods for efficient data access.

The RDMA made possible to access to remote memory as if it was a local storage.
Due to the DMA facility, data processing overlaps with data access. Furthermore, data

13M mappers send data to R reducers (M ×R connections)
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can be fetched to the local memory at higher speeds due to the high bandwidth provided
by InfiniBand.

The Data Cyclotron [63] and cyclo-join [55, 54] are on the front line to capitalize
those features. In the Data Cyclotron the data structures are placed into the remote
memory without effort and the process is all transparent for the application. Multiple
nodes handle large numbers of concurrent computations. Thanks to InfiniBand and
RDMA, the Data Cyclotron realizes high speed and low latency data availability at all
nodes.

In [55] for (R on S), one relation, say S (partitioned into sub-relations Si) is kept
stationary during processing while the fragments of the other relation, say R, are rotat-
ing. Hence, all ring members join each fragment of R flowing by against their local
piece of S (Si) locally using a commodity in-memory join algorithm.

In the same line as RAMcloud [120], they exploit the fact that remote memory ac-
cess is becoming more efficient than disk access, i.e., it has lower latency and higher
bandwidth. Typical contemporary storage system architectures, like SATA300 and
SAS, provide a theoretical maximum IO performance of 3000 Mb/sec (375 MB/sec).
The effective bandwidth is further degraded by additional hardware overhead, e.g., the
seek time, operating system software time, and especially the random access time.

Remote memory does not suffer from seek and rotational delays. Furthermore,
with the sizable InfiniBand bandwidth (cf., Section 2.5) and the RDMA benefits (cf.,
Section 2.6.2), the latency for random data access to remote memories is lower than
to the local disk [120]. They use the RDMA buffers, i.e., the registered memory re-
gions, as a drop-box to shuffle data between nodes removing the dependency from slow
disks. They explore the effortless and efficient data movement to develop new ideas
for distributed data access and design of distributed relational operators.

2.7 Summary
The Chapter introduced related architectures, or concepts, developed in last decades for
distributed data analysis. The most recent advances for scalability were brought to dis-
cussion for further analyze in Chapter 5. DataPath [11] and Cooperative Scans [155]
were the two related concepts that exploit a continuous data stream to boost query
performance. They stipulated a fact, to achieve high throughput it is required coopera-
tive work among the nodes. On the other hand, Broadcast Disks [4] and DataCycle [75]
claim the ring topology as the preferred one for a cooperative behavior in the distributed
setting.

A well known MapReduce framework was dissected to understand the advantages
and disadvantages of its architecture for certain workload scenarios. From data distri-
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bution to resource utilization, from data processing to integration with a DBMS, the
major features were presented as well as the latest solutions to improve them. The
analyze brought out the most important architectural design features of MapReduce-
inspired solutions which do not make them suitable for complex data analyzes.

To complete the background reading, the trends in data centers at hardware and
architecture level were summarized to make the dissertation self-contained. It was em-
phasized that network is becoming a relevant component to be taken in consideration
when designing new distributed architectures. In the same line, the new application
trends are motivating the exploration of new topologies and new techniques for data
distribution. At long term, data centers will be equipped with diskless nodes and the
switches in up layers will gradually be removed in favor of nodes with routing ca-
pacity. At the same time, fault tolerance will be supported by the hardware than the
software. Combined with multipath technology, the data center will soon be seen as
a cloud where peer-2-peer style environments can emerge as alternative solutions for
distributed computation.
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